Foreword
First of all I would like to congratulate you on the purchase of this eBook. You
are about to make changes to your life as a single or as such, to your (love-)
life. The fact that you have bought this eBook shows that you are not satisfied
with the way things are, but want to find a successful way to make a change.
You are fed up with seeing the numerous beautiful and interesting dream
women go by without being able to make contact with them. You are fed up
with sitting at home and waiting for the time when your dream woman will
knock on your door to speak with you. With the purchase of this eBook you
have made the first step in making exciting contact with women of your
choice. Believe me, if you follow the instructions in this book, in a short time,
your life will change completely.
This eBook is not a typical macho flirting-tips handbook full of worn-out oneliners. The following pages will primarily teach you effective methods with
which you can overcome your inhibitions and approach attractive women.
Because, most men do not fail because of a lack of things to say but because
they just don’t have the confidence in the first place to speak to attractive
women. With this in mind you will find general tips and directions for a first
contact in the last chapter of this book. Here you will learn how to prepare
yourself optimally for your first contact with your dream woman.
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When you have carefully worked through this eBook, you will be ready —
anywhere and anytime — to approach your dream woman without constraint or
embarrassment!
Amongst other things, in this eBook you will learn:
* how simple it can be, to be released from loneliness and to make numerous
contacts to interesting women,
* why you are still solo, and why up until now have simply not managed to
make contact with an interesting and attractive woman,
* to use techniques and strategies to speak to dream women everywhere and
anytime, and much more.
Allow yourself some time to read this book through, carefully and without
distraction. You will see, it is worth it.
This eBook is directed primarily towards men and so it has been written in the
male form. I beg the pardon of all female readers. Naturally (dream-) women
can profit from these tips too.
S. Lougani
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